
Greater Trenton Dart League

2023 Mr. Trenton Event

Competing for the Conrad Daniels Trophy

This is an annual, best of 3 Chicago style (501/Cricket/301) tournament.  Designed to self manage – you’ll get

your next opponent and have three to four weeks to coordinate and play the match.  This should be easy enough

to do on Thursdays prior to regular league matches at one of the league bars.  Winner moves on.  When we get

to the top 8, we’ll play a best of 5 version (501x2/ Cricketx2/ 301).

Schedule:

Round of 32 to be completed  by Monday, March 20, 2023. Round of 16 to be completed by Monday, May 1,

2023

Quarter, Semi and Finals on Thursday, May 25, 2023.

Match format:

Best of 3.  501 is the first game, Cricket is second game, 301 DI/DO is the 3rd game if necessary.

GTDL bull to start each leg.  Loser of the previous game decides to throw first or second for cork.  We will use

GTDL rules.  EVERY dart gets pulled.  The dart either scores as OUT, SINGLE BULL or DOUBLE BULL.  There is no

measuring.  If the two players are tied after the first two attempts, continue throwing until one player misses

bull.  (Other player to start leg.) If both player miss on the first attempt, first player to hit bull begins the leg.

When complete, please email Debbie Goodkin at dagoodkin@gmail.com or text 609 221-6036.

It is YOUR responsibility to connect with the other player in your match to arrange to play.  The matches should

take no longer than 15-20 minutes and can be handled on most Thursdays before or after your match.  If a match

doesn’t get played, BOTH players will forfeit, unless there is clear evidence and acknowledgement that one

person is at fault.  If you are having difficulty connecting, please use email to resolve the conflict.

All players will receive an email with the list of players and contact information to help them set up matches.
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